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Abstract

Management of changes during software development is a central problem in software object management. Successful propagation of changes requires effective use of relationships among objects. The structure of relationships identifies the direction, order, and extent of change propagation, while the semantics of relationships indicate the kinds of changes to be made.

Many data models proposed for software object management offer some useful features for controlling change but lack others. Configuration control and version management systems support some useful relationships and types but are too specialized. Object-oriented systems are more general, but while they may support derived relationships they represent those relationships only as attributes of objects. Conversely, entity-relationship models provide for the independent representation of extensional relationships but typically do not support derived relationships fully. The relational model also represent relationships separately, but efficiency and restrictions to atomic-valued attributes have been problems for software object management.

We propose a model of programmable relations over composite objects. This general model allows relationships among objects to be represented explicitly, and it enables derivation and other processes to be programmed into the implementation of relations. Programmable implementations, combined with an operationally-efficient interface, should help to overcome the performance problems of conventional relational systems.

Based on this model we have developed the language APPL/A, an extension of Ada that includes active, programmable relations plus mechanisms for forward and backward inferencing over relations. We introduce APPL/A and present an example system of relations to illustrate relation specifications and the opportunities for alternative relation implementations.
1 Introduction

Software environments must help people use tools to support the processes required to develop and maintain software products. We believe that this support must take the form of aids for building and aggregating software objects, and also aids for maintaining the integrity and consistency of these objects in the face of change.

Recently many interesting software environments have integrated tools around persistent object stores within which software products develop as growing aggregates of smaller objects. This work has focused attention on the types of software objects out of which software products are built, the structures into which the objects should be aggregated, and the tools and processes with which to build and aggregate the objects.

In defining the structures into which software objects should be aggregated, this work has addressed important questions about how software objects should be related to each other. These structures define a static view of software products, indicating how a product's constituent parts should be juxtaposed and organized at the conclusion of a successful development activity. Much less understood is the difficult and equally important problem of controlling the emerging product's constituent parts during the dynamic process of development, when many kinds of changes can be expected to occur. Effective change management is especially dependent on the relationships between objects.

During development, for example, new software objects are constantly being created and existing objects modified. The creation of new objects may trigger the derivation of additional objects (e.g. compilation of object code from a new source module). The modification of existing objects may affect the correctness and consistency of dependent objects that are derived from, or defined in terms of, the changed object. Changes to dependent objects may in turn affect other objects.

The propagation of changes requires first that the relevant dependency relationships be recognized and traced to identify the direction and extent of changes. It also requires that the semantics of these relationships be understood so that the proper kinds of changes can be determined. Finally, the changes must be effectively and rapidly implemented in accordance with the structure and semantics of the relationships.

Change propagation is complicated by the fact that not all significant relationships can be known and planned for in advance. For example, during team development, different components of a software product may be built by different people. Sometimes only after these components have been completed does it become clear that they must bear some strict relationships to each other (e.g. they must use consistent calling sequences). Thus it becomes necessary to establish unplanned relationships between software objects during the development process.

To summarize, managing the process of change requires an object manager with the capability to specify dependency relationships and then to be able to rapidly apply them, determine where inconsistencies have arisen as a result of these relationships, and then control
the process of changing the software product so that consistency is restored.

We believe that a formalism for dynamically defining very diverse sorts of relationships among the classes and entities in a software environment, and for defining flexible responses to the detection of inconsistencies with respect to those relationships, is an indispensible mechanism upon which to base an environment's support for change. In the first part of this paper we briefly survey previous formalisms that have been proposed for software managers. We argue for the use of relations over objects as the appropriate formalism and for programmability as a major feature for overcoming the limitations of previous attempts to use relations. In the second part of the paper we describe APPL/A, which is an extension of Ada to include a relation construct. APPL/A is our initial prototyping vehicle for exploring the utility of relations for representing software products and managing their changes. In the third part of the paper we show an example in which APPL/A is applied to some typical kinds of changes and their effects.

2 Non-Relational Approaches to Software Object Management

A number of non-relational data-management systems are available or proposed for software development environments. These offer a variety of data models and other features for data management, including consistency maintenance and change management. Our belief, though, is that none of these provides quite the right combination of model and features.

These systems fall into three broad groups:

- Specialized systems with *ad hoc* models.
- General object-oriented systems which represent relationships between objects solely as attributes or properties of objects.
- General systems with data models that represent relationships between objects with constructs that are separate from objects.

Each of these is discussed below.

2.1 *Ad Hoc* Models

Considerable research in software engineering has been directed toward configuration management and version control systems [45,18]. These systems may be integrated parts of a larger environment, such as Apollo DSEE [24,25] or Cedar [42,23], or they may comprise independent tools, such as the version control systems RCS [43] and SCCS [36]. In between
these extremes are systems like Make [16], Odin [11], and Adele [15], which support configuration management and version control by integration and coordination of independent tools.

Configuration management systems typically support the automatic "building" of software systems based on formal "system models" (which may integrate version control). These systems support derived data of certain types, and they are able to represent derivation and "component-of" relationships among the objects and/or types involved, typically in the form of a graph. Version control systems typically represent successive and/or alternative versions of objects of various types in terms of trees (or occasionally DAGs). Heimbigner and Krane [18] describe a general graph-transformation model for configuration management that subsumes many specific models.

While these systems can represent important kinds of relationships among important kinds of objects, their models of objects and relationships may both be lacking. The objects are usually files of limited types; they are static, large-grained objects with few attributes (although they may have versions). The relationships are also usually of limited types and while they may represent derivation processes they may nevertheless be relatively static.

There are a few exceptions to these generalizations. Odin (but not Make, Adele, or DSEE) supports multi-step inferencing in the derivation of objects. Odin, also unlike these other systems, automatically rederives derived objects that are out-of-date. Adele, however, provides a relatively powerful mechanism for assembling components dynamically, and allows a user-definable set of attributes to be associated with these components. DSEE provides active elements separate from its configuration and version facilities, in the form of "monitors".

Overall, while their capabilities vary, the systems discussed here are good at representing certain important kinds of objects and relationships. However, their models are too specialized and while they provide structure for the coordination of some processes they lack the degree of activity that is necessary for consistency maintenance and change propagation in general.

2.2 Models without Relationship Constructs

Systems that lack separate constructs for of inter-object relationships tend to be strictly object-oriented in the structural sense. Objects are defined in terms of slots (and possibly also methods), and new types or classes of objects may be defined by inheritance from existing types or classes (of course, the terminology and concepts vary somewhat from system to system). Examples of such systems include VBase [4], EXODUS [7], and Trellis/Owl [38,30].

One characteristic shared by these is that inter-object relationships are represented solely as attributes or properties of objects. They provide no "free-standing" relationship construct that can be referenced independently of the objects related. This leads to two general problems. First, the relationship must be associated with one object when it may apply
equally well to two or more. Second, the relationship is reduced to a "second-class citizen"; it cannot be manipulated independently or assigned attributes of its own. This can be a problem in managing change since many relationships are naturally symmetric (e.g. between a specification and its implementation).

For example, consider the "compiles" relationship between types source-code and object-code, which represents the derivation of an instance of the latter from an instance of the former. This relationship must be defined in terms of both types, but in a strict structurally object-oriented system it must be associated with one or the other. Additionally, the relationship may have attributes of its own, such as compile-time, compiler-flags, or error-messages, but there is no relationship object to which these can be attached (and it is dissatisfying to have to attach these to either one of the objects involved).

An alternative in the object-oriented model is to create two relationships, "compiles-into", from source-code to object-code, and its inverse "compiled-from", from object-code to source-code (and indeed VBase supports the automatic generation of inverse relationships). This solves the problem of "asymmetrical" representation, but a single process, the compilation, is now represented in two places, and the consistency of these representations is now an issue. Moreover, it is still necessary to attach each relationship to an object, and there is no way to refer to a relationship independently or attach attributes to it.

While structurally object-oriented data models tend to be weak with respect to the representation of relationships, those systems that also behaviorally object-oriented tend to be strong with respect to the implementation of relationships. The behavior of objects arises from the methods or operations that can be applied to them, and behaviorally object-oriented systems necessarily allow users to program methods. Some of these systems, such as VBase and Trellis/Owl, also allow users to program the implementation of attributes or properties of objects. In such systems attributes may take on computed as well as stored values. Thus programmable attributes can encapsulate derivation processes, which can be used to automate the creation and maintenance of relationships between objects. Additionally, they may also allow a high-level data management system to be abstracted from the underlying persistent storage system; that, in turn, may facilitate the evolution of the storage system and enable access to "foreign" data.

### 2.3 Models with Relationship Constructs

A variety of non-relational data management systems offer independent constructs for representation of relationships between objects. DAMOKLES [14] has an extended entity-relationship model which includes objects, relationships, and versions as its prime constructs. Objects may be composite, and may include subobjects, versions, and relationships, but relationships may also be "free-standing". PCTE [17] and CAIS [1] also take an entity-relationship approach. Encore [46] has an object-oriented type hierarchy, but it includes independent constructs for "properties" (which can relate objects) and operations (which
correspond to methods). Cactis [22] has a semantic model that includes types for both objects and relationships.

In each of these systems the decision was made to provide a separate relationship construct to enable relationships to be manipulated independently and/or to allow attributes to be associated with them. Thus these models directly attempt to overcome the limitations of a strict object-oriented model.

On the other hand, in these systems the relationships are extensional: the objects to be related must be specified (directly or indirectly) by the user. Unlike the programmable attributes of VBase and Trellis/Owl, the relationships do not encapsulate computations. Thus the maintenance of dependency relationships must be performed by every process that modifies those relationships. This is not to say that the systems cited here cannot support derived data. For example, in Cactis [22] an object can have derived attributes, those computations can depend on data that are propagated over relationships, and derived data are automatically rederived as needed when they are out-of-date. However, the derived attributes do not represent relationships (even though they may depend on them), the relationships must be established manually, and the derivation process is associated with the object rather than the relationship.

In our opinion the most appropriate way to treat relationships among objects for purposes of software development is to combine the strengths of the object-oriented and entity-relationship approaches to provide a model in which relationships are “first-class” citizens. This implies that software object management should be based on a model of programmable relationships over objects, in which relationships are represented explicitly and in which they can encapsulate processes to automate derivations and propagate changes.

3 Relational Approaches to Software Object Management

There have been several attempts to support object-management for software development, VLSI design, and CAD using systems based on the relational data model [27,35,34,8,10, 26,29,20,44,33]. Many advantages have been cited for this approach, such as support of teamwork [8], tool integration [8,10], support for multiple views of data [27,35], and data independence [29,20,10], among others. We believe that a relational data model is also appropriate because it provides for the independent representation of inter-object relationships (in the form of tuples) and it allows those representations to be aggregated (into relations).

However, systems based on the standard relational data model of Codd [12] have been criticized on two important grounds. First, the data model has been criticized because relations are “flat”: relations apply only to simple, atomic objects. Second, the performance of commercial relational databases has been found to be inadequate when used for software development and other design activities.
3.1 The Problem of "Flat" Relations

An obvious response to the first criticism is to allow the attributes of relations to include non-atomic types. One alternative is that taken in ALGRES [9], which provides several type constructors (sets, multi-sets, lists, and records) which may be nested in any combination and to any degree. This enables the construction of relations over relations, for example. Another alternative is that taken in POSTGRES [37], in which attributes of relations can include abstract data types, although not other relations. POSTGRES [39] also includes other features that are important for change management, such as automatically-derived data and active elements ("alerters" and "triggers").

Strictly speaking, such approaches move away from the conventional relational data model. However, they retain several of its important features. These include independent representation of relationships between objects, the ability to aggregate these relationships, and the ability to query these aggregations.

3.2 The Problem of Performance

The performance of relational systems is a known problem. For example, Linton [27] reports performance tests on the OMEGA system, which is implemented using the INGRES relational database [40]. In this system the retrieval and display of a simple five-line program took 40 seconds (elapsed time) in response to an interpreted, non-buffered query and 7 seconds (elapsed time) in response to a compiled, buffered query. Performance with a longer program was notably worse. Navathe [29] cites studies that showed that commercially-available DBMS systems performed one and one-half to five times slower than specialized design systems for comparable tasks.

Consequently, relational systems that have been developed specifically for software and design data typically include features to enhance performance [8,44,10,20]. While these techniques are successful to a degree, the implementations of these systems are nevertheless specialized and fixed. Horwitz [21] has argued that individual relations should have programmable implementations. This would allow access to non-relational data structures that may have improved performance or other benefits. Moreover, she has argued that an operationally-efficient relational interface, combined with programmable implementations, should overcome many of the performance problems typically associated with relational systems. She has shown that query-evaluation based on the three access functions membership-test, selective-retrieval, and relation-instantiation may be more efficient than traditional evaluation methods for set operations on conventional relational databases. A similar notion is applied in the "multi-level data structures" of [28], in which the performance of a given abstract storage structure (such as a search table) is enhanced by an implementation in terms of several other storage structures (such as binary search trees and sorted arrays) among which data are moved by background processes. AP5 [13], an extension of Lisp to include a
combination of relations and predicate logic, also provides programmable implementations for relations (albeit relations stored in virtual memory).

Programmability of relation implementations appears to offer a general mechanism for overcoming the performance limitations of conventional relational systems. It should be noted that programmability of this type is missing from both POSTGRES and ALGRES. Nevertheless, programmable implementations are not mutually incompatible with the kinds of features found in those systems. Indeed, our approach is based on the combination of an advanced relational data model with programmable implementations.

4 Active, Programmable Relations as an Organizing Principle

The principal tenet of this paper is that active, programmable relations over complex objects is a fundamental concept for software object management. More particularly, we believe that such relations are especially appropriate for tracking and managing the changes to software products.

To summarize the conclusions of Sections 2 and 3, a data model for software development that provides adequate support for change management should

- Be general and extendible
- Represent both objects and relationships explicitly and independently
- Allow relationships between complex objects
- Allow relationships to represent and encapsulate processes
- Provide for the aggregation of relationships
- Allow programmable implementations
- Support other forms of activity such as triggers and demons

We are exploring the utility of programmable relations through the vehicle of a programming language. We feel that this language must be capable of representing typed objects, relations and their operations. Abstractly, relations are a subset of the cross-product of a list of object types. Each element in the relation is a tuple of attribute values. The attribute values can include composite objects and can be derived and constrained. The operations available for relations include of insert, delete, update, and selective-retrieve (corresponding approximately to the operations of [21]). More powerful operations can be programmed from these. Additionally, some operations can be omitted, for example to define “views” which are “read only”.
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The implementation of relations is assumed to be programmable. Relations are implemented in terms of processes, where processes correspond to programs in execution. By providing appropriate implementations for relations, a number of capabilities can be provided:

- Relations and the values they contain can be made persistent. The choice of mechanism for persistence is determined by the implementation. For example, one might use a conventional file system for storage, or a commercial relational database.

- Relations may be programmed to derive attribute values, or check and maintain constraints. Derivations can be performed using both conventional tools, such as compilers and analyzers, and also software process programs [31]. Constraints may be specified and programmed in terms of some constraint language, or by invocation of various monolithic analysis tools.

- Relations can be proactive, i.e. operating independently, or reactive, i.e. responding directly to operations on the relation and indirectly to operations on other relations.

- Computation strategy for derived attributes (e.g. "eager" vs. "lazy") and storage strategy for derived attributes (caching vs. recomputation), may be controlled through appropriate implementations.

In order to explore the capabilities of programmable relations, we have chosen initially to extend Ada [2] with features for supporting relations. This extension is referred to as APPL/A [41]. Our research efforts have focussed on defining the structure and semantics of APPL/A and then applying the language to various software object management problems such as change maintenance, requirements specifications and design specifications. In the rest of this paper, we describe some of the details of APPL/A and show by example how it may be used to manage some typical kinds of changes in a software product.

5 APPL/A

APPL/A [41] is an extension to Ada [2] that includes features related to active, programmable relations as described in Section 4. APPL/A supplements Ada with a relation unit, a tuple type, and related control constructs including an indirect reactive mechanism, the upon statement. Relations provide persistent storage of Ada objects. APPL/A is intended to be used as a prototype for experimentation in developing systems based on these features.

The following subsections outline the principle features that APPL/A adds to Ada. An example of a system of APPL/A relations appears in the next section.
5.1 Relation Units

APPL/A defines a relation library unit. A relation unit has a specification and a body. The specification defines the specific logical properties of an abstract data type that is generally a multiset of tuples. The body provides a programmed implementation for those properties in accordance with the definition of the language. Like tasks, relations represent parallel threads of execution in a program; thus relations are active. Also like tasks, relations can be used to define both types and instances. All relation instances must provide for the persistent storage of tuples up to the lifetime of the relation type definition.

5.2 Relation Specifications

A relation specification includes

- An external storage specification.

- A tuple type declaration, which defines the type of tuple abstractly stored in the relation.

- Relation entry declarations, which represent a restricted set of operations on the relation.

- Computational dependencies, which define the ways in which attribute values are computed.

- Constraint specifications, which restrict the tuples stored in the relation.

Each of these is discussed in a following subsection.

5.3 Relation Bodies

The general syntactic and semantic properties of relation bodies are defined by APPL/A, but the particular implementation of those properties is not defined. Thus APPL/A relations have programmable implementations.

Syntactically, relation bodies are similar to task bodies. To support the semantics of relations the body must

- Implement the operations on the relation, as indicated by specified entries, in accordance with their defined semantics.

- Implement the computation of attribute values as indicated by specified computational dependencies.

- Enforce specified constraints on attribute values and tuples.
• Provide persistent abstract storage for tuples up to the lifetime of the type definition for the relation.

However, the body of the relation is not constrained with respect to storage systems, computation and caching strategies, inferencing for constraint maintenance or other purposes, or other activities in general.

We believe that the semantic restrictions on relation implementations support an especially useful abstraction. The lack of other constraints on implementations facilitates prototyping, evolution, adaptation, and extension of systems.

5.4 Tuples

APPL/A tuple types are syntactically similar to Ada record types. The components of a tuple type are known as attributes; each attribute has a mode, which is one of in, in out, or out. Tuples are abstractly stored in and are retrievable from relations. Values for attributes of mode in must be given by the user; values for attributes of mode out are computed automatically in the relation; values for attributes of mode in out may be given by the user but then may be replaced by values computed in the relation. Tuples retrieved from a relation receive copies of values abstractly stored in the relation; to help maintain consistency between those tuples and the relation values may not be assigned individually to attributes outside of the body of a relation. Otherwise whole tuples may be assigned and compared for equality.

5.5 Relation Entries

Operations on relations are effected through entries that are syntactically similar to task entries. Relation operations are restricted to find and selected plus any subset of insert, update, and delete.

The insert entry takes values for those attributes of mode in and in out and effects the logical storage of a tuple with those values. The update entry effects the logical update-in-place of attributes of mode in and in out of selected tuples in the relation. The delete entry effects the logical deletion of selected tuples in the relation.

The find and selected entries are used to selectively retrieve tuples from a relation and to trigger operations by that retrieval. These entries are not directly callable from user programs; instead they are used to implement iteration over relations, which is described below. When a tuple is retrieved it includes not only the attribute values given by a user but also any attribute values computed automatically in the relation.
5.6 Computational Dependencies and Constraints

Attributes of APPL/A relations can take on computed values. These attributes must have mode out or in out. The way in which an attribute value is to be computed can be indicated by a computational dependency specification. These specifications stipulate that a given attribute (or list of attributes) is to be computed using a given subprogram or entry with given values as input; the inputs can include the values of other attributes in the tuple or other identifiable values. If a dependency specification is given for an attribute then that attribute can only take on values in accordance with that specification. Computed attributes provide for derived objects; in conjunction with computational dependency specifications they enable the representation of derivation relationships and allow for automation of the derivation process.

Constraints are predicates that characterize the state of a relation. They are expressed in terms of relational predicates, which include conditional and quantified forms. They can apply both to attributes and tuples, and they can be expressed in terms of other attributes and tuples in the same or other relations. The constraints must be true of all tuples that are retrievable from a relation; APPL/A constraints are conventional in this way. Planned extensions to the language include constraint-like expressions that are to be regarded as goals to be satisfied eventually rather than as immediate restrictions.

5.7 Iteration over Relations

Tuples are retrieved from relations using an iterative construct of the form

    for t in R where P loop
    S;
    end loop;

where $R$ is a relation, $t$ is a loop variable of the tuple type for $R$, $P$ is a predicate used to select values from $R$ for $t$, and $S$ is a statement that may operate on $t$. Each tuple in $R$ that satisfies $P$ is assigned to $t$ in turn. This iteration is implemented in terms of repeated calls to the find and selected entries for $R$. Calls to the find entry effect the retrieval of some subset of the tuples in $R$; upon the conclusion of iteration (if it is not interrupted) the retrieved tuples must comprise a superset of the tuples in $R$ that satisfy $P$. For each retrieved tuple that actually satisfies $P$ the selected entry is called with that tuple as a parameter and $S$ is executed. The selected entry can thus be used by the relation to invoke processes in response to the selective retrieval of a tuple.

5.8 "Upon" Statements

The upon statement provides a reactive mechanism that allows a process to respond independently and asynchronously to operations on relations. The upon statement has the
general form

upon E invoke
S;
end upon;

where S is a statement and E is an “invocation event.” Invocation events are entry calls into relations. Thus, an insert call into relation R generates an event “R.insert(...)”.

Each relation, task, subprogram, or package that includes an upon statement has associated with it a conceptual event queue. This event queue stores records of information about relation entry calls that are referenced as invocation events in the upon statements of that program unit. When an invocation event occurs a record for it is enqueued in the event queue of each unit that has cited that invocation condition. These records are queued in the order in which the invocation events occur; the records contain the identity of the corresponding relation entry and the values of the actual parameters with which it was called.

When control in a process reaches an upon statement it may proceed only if the event queue has at its head a record for the corresponding invocation event. otherwise control is suspended at that point, until the invocation event occurs, if ever. If and when the above condition is satisfied, the record is dequeued from the event queue, the appropriate values are assigned to the formal parameters of the invocation event, and execution of the upon statement proceeds.

Upon statements can be used wherever accept statements can be used, in particular in select statements, so it is possible to execute upon statements selectively and conditionally.

6 An Example System of Relations

This section presents an example of a small system of interconnected relations. It describes their specifications and implementations. These have been chosen to illustrate various features of APPL/A, including a range of possible implementation strategies, and to show how these features facilitate changes of different kinds in a software environment.

The example begins with two relations, C.to.Object and Object.to.Executable, that represent a simple “Make”-like [16] system for maintaining relationships between C source code and the corresponding object and executable code. (For simplicity, it is assumed that each C source module represents a complete program; it is straightforward to define relations that enable programs to be constructed from multiple modules.) The example continues with the addition of two more relations, C.DFA and Bug.Reports. Reference is made to various tools and abstract types; for simplicity, these are assumed to be defined elsewhere.

The implementations of these relations are described generally in terms of policies governing the derivation and storage of data and mechanisms for the maintenance of consistency.
between relations. The implementations are not described with respect specific storage systems. However, note that the storage systems for these relations are programmable, i.e. that the choice of a storage system is up to the programmer. All of the relations could share a common storage system, or each could have its own storage system. These can be programmed independently; consequently, the storage system for any one relation can be changed without affecting the others. In this way the programmability of storage implementations provides an additional mechanism for system evolution and prototyping.

6.1 Relation C_to_Object

Relation C_to_Object (Figure 1) represents the derivation relationship between C source code and the object code that is compiled from it. The tuple type for this relation has four attributes: "name", the name of the source-code module, "c", the source code itself, "obj", the object code, and "errs", error messages produced during the compilation. "Name" and "c" have mode in and are given by the user. "Obj" and "errs" have mode out and are be computed automatically; this computation is indicated in the "dependencies" part of the relation specification. The relation thus encapsulates the compilation process.

The relation has entries for insertion, deletion, updating, and retrieval (the "find" and "selected" entries). Constraints on the relation require that "name" and "c" have non-empty (i.e. non-null) values and that (as a result of the compilation process) either "obj" or "errs" must have a non-empty value. Constraints also require that tuples have unique "name" and "c" values.

There are several generic implementation strategies for this relation (i.e. strategies that are independent of the particular storage system used). For this example we propose the following implementation of the entries:

- **Insert**: Upon insertion the constraints on given "name" and "c" values are checked. If these are violated the exception "constraint_error" is raised. If not, the compiler is invoked to derive the object code and error messages, and the results are stored persistently. This represents an **eager** strategy for evaluation of computed attributes plus **caching** of the computed values. If the compilation is successful then the "insert" entry for relation Object_to_Executable is invoked with the resulting object code to propagate that code (see Section 6.2). This effects the automatic **forward propagation** of the object code.

- **Delete**: The selected tuples are deleted. If the object code in any of these would have been propagated to Object_to_Executable then the "delete" entry for that relation is invoked to delete the corresponding tuples. Thus deletion is automatically propagated. In this way no object code and executable modules are left “dangling” in Object_to_Executable without a corresponding source module in C_to_Object.
relation C_to_Object is
  -- Relates C code to object code compiled from it
  --
  type c_to_object_tuple is tuple
    name:  in name_type := empty;
    c:    in c_code := empty;
    obj:  out object_code := empty;
    errs: out compile_error_msgs := empty;
  end tuple;
entries
  entry insert(        
    name:  in name_type := empty;
    c:    in c_code := empty);
  entry delete( ... );
  entry update( ... );
  entry find( ... );
  entry selected( ... );
dependencies
  t.c determines t.obj, t.errs,
    by compile_c(t.c, t.obj, t.errs);
constraints
  no t in C_to_Object satisfies
    t.c = empty or t.name = empty;
  or
    (t.obj = empty and t.errs = empty);
  end no;
  --
  all t1 in C_to_Object satisfy
    no t2 in C_to_Object satisfies
      t1 /= t2 and (t1.c = t2.c or t1.name = t2.name);
  end all;
End C_to_Object;

Figure 1: Sketch of Specification for Relation C_to_Object
• *Update:* Only "name" and "c" values may be updated directly (since these are the only attributes with mode in). If "name" is updated then the stored value is simply changed. If "c" is updated then "obj" and "errs" are recomputed and stored, and if the compilation is successful the object code is propagated to Object_to_Executable (as with "insert"). In this way derived data are updated automatically, and changes are propagated between relations.

The "find" entry simply returns the first or next selected tuple, as requested. The "selected" entry is empty (but it is nevertheless included because it is invoked automatically during execution to trigger the signal of a retrieval event, which may be of interest to other relations).

### 6.2 Relation Object_to_Executable

This relation represents the derivation relationship between object code and executable code (Figure 2). Its specification is similar to that of C_to_Object (Figure 1). It has three attributes: "obj", the object code, "exe", the derived executable code, and "errs", the error messages produced by the loader. In this case "obj" has mode in and must be inserted directly, while "exe" and "errs" have mode out and are derived automatically by applying the loader to the object code (as specified under "dependencies"). The relation thus encapsulates the loading process.

The relation has "insert" and "delete" entries, plus entries "find" and "selected", but not "update". Constraints on the relation require that "obj" be non-empty and that either "exe" or "errs" be non-empty (as a result of loading). Also each tuple is required to be unique, and no tuple can have object code that is not also present in relation C_to_Object (this implies that the source code for each executable module must be retained).

Despite the abstract similarity of this relation to C_to_Object, the implementation can be very different. To illustrate this, we can design the implementation of Object_to_Executable to act as follows:

• **Insert:** When object code is inserted simply store it persistently. *Do not* compute the executable code and error messages at this time.

• **Delete:** Delete the selected tuples. If the selection of tuples depends on the executable code or the error messages and these have not yet been computed then invoke the loader. Cache any computed values that are not deleted.

• **Find:** Retreive the first (or next) selected tuple, as requested. Invoke the loader to derive the executable code and error messages if they are not already available. Cache any newly computed values.

This implementation illustrates a *lazy* evaluation strategy for the derived attributes, with *caching* of computed values for future reference. (An alternative implementation would be to simply rederive them upon every request and not store them at all.)
relation Object_to_Executable is
  -- Relates object code to executable code derived from it
  --
    type object_to_executable_tuple is tuple
      obj: in object_code := empty;
      exe: out executable_code := empty;
      errs: out load_error_msgs := empty;
    end tuple;
  entries
    entry insert(obj: in object_code := empty);
    entry delete( ... );
    entry find( ... );
    entry selected( ... );
  dependencies
    t.obj determines t.exe, t.errs,
      by load(t.obj, t.exe, t.errs);
  constraints
    no t in Object_to_Executable satisfies
      t.obj = empty;
    or
      (t.exe = empty and t.errs = empty);
    end no;
    --
    all t1 in Object_to_Executable satisfy
    no t2 in Object_to_Executable satisfies
      t1 /= t2 and t1.obj = t2.obj;
    end no;
    and
    some t in C_to_Object satisfies
      t1.obj = t.obj;
    end some;
    end all;
End Object_to_Executable;

Figure 2: Sketch of Specification for Relation Object_to_Executable
6.3 Relation C\_DFA

Suppose that subsequent to the programming of relations C\_to\_Object and Object\_to\_Executable a data-flow analysis tool for C programs becomes available. We can encapsulate this analysis in another relation, C\_DFA, that represents the derivation relationship between C code and the data-flow analysis, and we can provide automated connections between C\_DFA and C\_to\_Object without reprogramming that relation.

The tuple type for C\_DFA will have “name” and “c” as given attributes and “dfa” as an attribute derived from the corresponding “c” value. The “c” values will be constrained to be non-empty and to be a superset of those in C\_to\_Object (to ensure that data flow analyses exist for those modules).

This relation, like C\_to\_Object, can be implemented using an “eager” evaluation strategy with caching of the computed results. However, in addition to the relation entries, the body of this relation will include upon statements that are activated in response to operations on C\_to\_Object. In particular, in response to C\_to\_Object.insert(c, name), the new C code is “captured” by C\_DFA, analyzed, and stored. A similar response occurs to C\_to\_Object.update. (An analogous response could be programmed in response to C\_to\_Object.delete, but there is no requirement that C\_DFA include only that C code in C\_to\_Object, and it may be useful to preserve flow analyses for source code that is not compiled.)

The use of upon statements enables the behavior of C\_DFA to be linked to that of C\_to\_Object without affecting C\_to\_Object or requiring that it be reprogrammed. In this example the upon statement is used to maintain the state of one relation relative to another. Other uses are possible, including, for example, the collection of software metrics and monitoring of system use. This illustrates that the upon statement generally facilitates the extension of interconnected systems of relations and provides an indirect reactive mechanism by which their behavior can be automated and observed.

6.4 Relation Bug\_Reports

Suppose now that a decision is made to collect information on problems or errors in C programs to facilitate their maintenance. This information can be represented in a relation “Bug\_Reports”. Abstractly, for each source code module named in C\_to\_Object, Bug\_Reports collects the compiler error messages from C\_to\_Object, the loader error messages, if any, from Object\_to\_Executable, and the data flow analyses from C\_DFA.

This relation can be implemented as a view of relations C\_to\_Object, Object\_to\_Executable, and C\_DFA. In this case no information will be stored for Bug\_Reports; whenever a user requests information for a unit, that information will be retrieved from the underlying relations. The tuple type for Bug\_Reports will look like

\[
\text{type bug\_reports\_tuple is tuple}
\]

\[
\text{name: out name\_type;}
\]
compile_errs: out compile_error_msgs;
load_errs: out load_error_msgs;
dfa: out c_data_flow_analysis;
end tuple;

Note that all of the attributes have mode out, since all are computed within the relation. Additionally, Bug_Reports will lack entries for insert, delete, and update, since these operations are not applicable to the view.

The design of Bug_Reports as a view enables it to be added to the previous relations without recoding or otherwise affecting those relations. Moreover, since no data are stored for Bug_Reports, there is no problem in maintaining consistency with those underlying relations. The use of views is thus another approach by which systems of interconnected relations can be effectively extended and maintained.

7 Status and Experience

A formal syntax and semantics have been defined for APPL/A, as have rules for the translation of APPL/A constructs into standard Ada. These have been evolving gradually as we gain experience with the language. APPL/A has been used to program REBUS, a system which supports the specification of software requirements in a functional hierarchy. REBUS maintains data about requirements in APPL/A relations; the relation specifications and bodies comprisde about 2700 lines of code, exclusive of runtime support systems and storage system interfaces. APPL/A is being used to extend REBUS to include features based on RSL/REV$^S [3,6]$ and to construct a design support systems based on the Rational Design Methodology of Parnas [32] and the IEEE design standard [5].

The use of APPL/A in REBUS has helped us to refine and reinforce both APPL/A and the principles on which it is based [19]. Ongoing research will enable us to continue to evaluate APPL/A and the model behind it. As principles evolve and the APPL/A mechanisms are updated we expect to gain additional insights into the requirements for managing change during software development.
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